Abstract. This paper describes the retrieval approach proposed by the SIG/EVI group of the IRIT research centre in INEX'2004 evaluation. The approach uses a voting method coupled with some processes to answer content only and content and structure queries. This approach is based on previous works we leaded in the context of automatic text categorization.
Introduction
The development of systems to perform searches in collections constituted of XML (eXtensible Markup Language) documents [3] has become a need since the use of XML is growing. Consequently, a growing number of systems intend to provide means to retrieve relevant components among XML documents. XML retrieval systems need to take into account content and structural aspects. Regarding the variety of proposed XML retrieval systems it is interesting to evaluate their effectiveness. For that, the INitiative for the Evaluation of XML retrieval (INEX) provides a testbed and scoring methods allowing participants to evaluate and compare their results. Underlying approaches of systems participating to INEX can be classified in two categories [5] : model-oriented approaches and system-oriented approaches. Modeloriented approaches gather notably approaches based on language models [11] , [8] , [1] or other probabilistic models [14] which obtained good results in 2003. Systemoriented approaches extend textual document retrieval system adding XML-specific processing. Various systems in this category [10] , [6] , [13] , [16] obtained good results in 2003 . In this paper, we present an IR approach initially applied to automatic categorization of structured documents according to concept hierarchies and its evolution brought for XML retrieval notably within the context of INEX. Section 2 is a short presentation of the INEX initiative 2004 edition. Section 3 presents the initial context in which the method was initiated and its first application within INEX in 2003. The evolutions made to this approach for INEX 2004 are described in section 4. Section 5 presents the submitted runs and the obtained results. In section 6 we conclude analyzing the experiment and considering future works.
A Voting method in information retrieval
The approach we proposed is derived from a process we first defined for textual document categorisation [7] , [2] . Document categorisation intends to link documents with pre-defined categories. Our approach focuses on categories organised as taxonomy. The original aspect of our approach is that it involves a voting principle instead of a classical similarity computing. The association of a text to categories is based on the Vector Voting method [12] . The voting process evaluates the importance of the association between a given text and a given category. This method is similar to the HVV method (Hyperlink Vector Voting) used within the Web context to compute the relevance of a Web page regarding the web sites referring to it [9] . In our context, the initial strategy considers that the more the category terms appear in the text, the more the link between the text and this category is strong. Thus, this method relies on terms describing each category and their automatic extraction from the document to be categorised. The result is a list of categories annotating each document. For INEX'2003, this categorisation process has been applied. Every XML component has been processed as a complete document. Every topic has been considered as a category of a flat taxonomy. The result was a list of topics corresponding to each XML component. It was then reversed and reordered to fit the INEX format of results. Results obtained for the submitted runs [15] have led us to improve the process to suit a retrieval process. The axes of this evolution have been as follows:
− inverse the voting process to estimate the relevance of each XML component according to each topic, − modify the voting function to take into account the great variations of element sizes and to take into account topic treatment rather than category treatment, − integrate the aggregation aspect of an XML element (i.e. elements composed of relevant elements), − integrate structural constraint processing for CAS topics.
Evolution of the voting method within INEX
The approach we proposed is derived from a process we first defined for textual document categorisation [7] , [2] . Document categorisation intends to link documents with pre-defined categories. Our approach focuses on categories organised as taxonomy. The original aspect of our approach is that it involves a voting principle instead of a classical similarity computing. The association of a text to categories is based on the Vector Voting method [12] . The voting process evaluates the importance of the association between a given text and a given category. 
INEX collection pre-processing

Voting function
The voting function must take into account the importance in the XML element of each term describing the topic and the importance of each term in the topic representation. We have studied different voting functions and the one providing the best results is described as follows:
This factor measures the importance of the term t in the XML element E. F(t,E) corresponds the number of occurrences of the term t in the element E.
) (
This factor measures the importance of the term t in the topic representation T. F(t,T) corresponds to the number of occurrences of the term t in the topic T and S(T) corresponds to the size (number of terms) of T.
The voting function combines two factors: the presence of a term in the element and the importance of this term in the topic.
Scoring function
The voting function is coupled with a third factor representing the importance of the topic presence within the XML element. The final function (scoring function) that computes the score of an XML element regarding a given topic is the following:
This factor measures the presence rate of terms representing the topic in the text (importance of the topic). S(T) corresponds to the number of terms in the topic representation T and NT(T,E) corresponds to the number of terms of the topic T that appear in the XML element E.
Applying a function ƒ to the third factor (i.e. the presence rate of terms representing the topic in the text) aims at varying the influence of this factor on the scoring function. We tried different functions ƒ, for example the initial function was the exponen-
Additional processes for both CO and CAS topics
The scoring function is completed with the notion of coverage. The aim of the coverage is to ensure that only documents in which the topic is represented enough will be selected for this topic. The coverage is a threshold corresponding to the percentage of terms from a topic that appears in a text. For example, 50% of coverage implies that at least half of the terms describing a topic have to appear in the text of a document to select it.
where CT is a real constant (CT≥0.0) corresponding to the coverage threshold
The hierarchical structure of XML has to be taken into account. The hypothesis on which is based our system is that an element containing a component selected as relevant is also relevant. Our system takes into account this hypothesis propagating the score of an element to the elements it composes. The score propagated to the composed elements is decreased applying a reducing factor.
where α is a constant coefficient and E is an XML element d(E a ,E) is the distance between E a and E in the xpath associated to E (e.g. in the xpath /article/bdy/s/ss1/p the distance between p and bdy is equal to 3 i.e. d(bdy,p)=3)
This process tends to consider a composed element less relevant than the element it is composed of. However, an element composed of several relevant elements can obtain a score greater than one of its components.
The hypothesis chosen for INEX is quite different notably due to relevance dimensions: exhaustivity and specificity. Considering exhaustivity, a composed element is considered at least as relevant as the most relevant of its components. Considering specificity, the relevance of an element composed of several relevant components is less or equal to the relevance of the most relevant component. It would be interesting to evaluate the impact of this difference of relevance propagation on the retrieval results of our system. In addition, in INEX, terms constituting a topic title can have either the prefix + or -. The sign + is used to emphasize a concept and -denotes an unwanted concept. The + and -signs do not have strict semantics but just indicate preferences wished by the topic's author. An element containing a term prefixed by -in the topic title can be judged relevant to the information need. In the same way, an element judged relevant to the information need even if it does not contain the term prefixed by + in the topic title. To take into account the possibility of having prefixed terms, a coefficient is associated to each term. A coefficient is fixed for each case: term not prefixed, term with the prefix + and term with the prefix -.
sc(t,T) = a if t has the prefix -in the topic sc(t,T) = b if t has no prefix in the topic sc(t,T) = c if t has the prefix + in the topic
a, b, c are real constants
Specific processes for CAS topics
On one hand, we take into account different types of constraints on content. Structural constraints on xpath of elements which are expected to contain keywords (e.g. about(.//p,'+authorization +"access control" +security') and constraints on the year of the article .(e.g. //yr <='2000') are taken into account. These kinds of structural constraints on content gathered all the constraints appearing in the CAS topics of INEX'2004. The voting method applied to CO topics has been extended to take into account such constraints as follows:
where if E matches a structural constraint defined on t then β>0.0 else β=0.0
On the other hand, an additional step identifies the structural constraints on target elements indicated in CAS topics. All the structural constraints defined on target elements of topics are taken into account and stored to be processed in a post-voting step to enrich the results issued from the voting step. For VCAS evaluation, the target constraint specified in the topic does not have to be strictly verified. The constraint is rather regarded as a hint for expected results without eliminating the elements which do not satisfy the target constraint. To take into account these principles, the score associated to the elements of the results that match the expected xpaths are increased. A factor is applied to the score of matching elements as follows:
where γ>1.0 where R is the location path (xpath) of the element E from the root of the document X is the location path (xpath) defined as the target constraint in the topic
Experiments
Experiment setup
Our experiments aim at evaluating the efficiency of the evolution given to the voting function and the coefficient adjustments resulting from training performed on the INEX'2003 assessment testbed. The training phase only concerns system processes applied to both CO and CAS topics.
Three runs based on the voting method were submitted to INEX'2004. Two runs were performed on CO topics and one run was performed on CAS topics. The runs on CO topics differ from the function f used in the voting method.
The run labelled VTCO2004TC35xp400sC-515 uses the voting function:
where ϕ=400.
The run labelled VTCO2004TC35p4sC-515 uses the voting function:
The run on CAS topics labelled VTCAS2004C35xp200sC-515PP1 uses the voting function:
where ϕ=200.
The coefficient taking into account structural predicates associated to searched concepts was fixed to 1.0 (i.e. the vote of an element regarding a given concept is doubled when the element matches the structural constraint associated to the concept). The coefficient taking into account structural predicates for expected results was fixed to 2.0 (i.e. the score of an element matching the structural predicate is doubled). The values of these two coefficients were fixed arbitrarily. For all submitted runs the other parameters of the scoring function were the same. Coverage threshold was fixed to 35% (i.e. more than a third of terms describing the topic must appear in the text to keep the XML component). Coefficients applied to take into account the signs '+' and '-' used to emphasise a concept or to denote an unwanted one were fixed to: − +5.0 for concepts marked with '+' (the vote of these concepts increases the score of the elements in which they appear), − -5.0 for concepts marked with '-' (the vote of these concepts reduces the score of the elements in which they appear), − 1.0 for unmarked concepts.
The coefficient α used to propagate a component score through the hierarchical structure of the XML document was fixed to 0.1.
The values of the parameters are those which gave the best results during a training phase done with INEX'2003 CO topics.
Results
The following table shows the preliminary results of the three runs based on the voting method: The results of the two runs for CO topics are detailled in the following table: For CO topics, the run which has obtained the best results is the run labelled VTCO2004TC35xp400sC-515. The best measures have been obtained with e3s321 quantisation. Average precision is equal to 0.1456, placing the run at the 10 th rank. The run labelled VTCO2004TC35p4sC-515 has obtained values slightly lower for most of the quantisations. Only the best results obtained for CO topics are presented in the following graphs that is to say run VTCO2004TC35xp400sC-515 for e3s321 quantisation. The best measures have been obtained for quantisations strict, e3s321 and e3s32 for which the run is ranked 5. The following figures present the results corresponding to the strict quantisation and e3s321 quantisation. Regarding the experiments that were performed and the obtained results we can notice that:
− the chosen functions and parameters for the scoring method tend to support exhaustivity rather than specificity. Indeed, the importance of the factor measuring the representation of the topic (i.e. NT(T,E)/S(T)) dominates in the scoring function and this factor is related to the exhaustivity relevance. It would be interesting to modify the scoring function to increase the number of elements judged as relevant regarding specificity.
− The measures obtained using INEX'2003 CO topics were globally better. This suggests that our scoring method is more efficient on certain queries. It would be interesting to identify a class (or classes) of queries for which the function works better, a class (classes) of queries for which the function is less efficient and to understand why. The function could evolve to extend its efficiency to other kinds of queries or different functions could be applied regarding different query classes.
− The values of coefficients applied for structural constraint matching have been fixed arbitrarily. Additional experiments on INEX'2004 CAS topics will help us to adjust the values of these coefficients.
− Evaluate the profit of adding a relevance feedback process to our method. On one hand, feedback from first ranked elements of the assessments can be performed. This is the process chosen this year in the relevance feedback track. On the other hand, we plan to integrate a feedback process using first ranked elements of a first search using our system.
